civil law tradition and English common law. 10 The influence of English law on Scots law increased strongly in the nineteenth century, particularly in Victorian times with English case law and the introduction of principal commercial law statutes, 11 such as the Sale of Goods Act 1893, which is essentially still in force as the Sale of Goods Act 1979 (as amended). The exact relevance of the different elements of the mixture has always remained controversial among Scottish legal scholars. For some scholars Scots law is Civilian in its core, with influences and changes by English law, others consider it a genuine mix between both legal systems. Some emphasise that the mix contains important elements of Canon law and Scots customary law. 12 If a tentative answer can be found at all, it would depend much on the historical period and on the particular area of the law in question. Here we also enter the debate about the interpretation of the legal 'mixité' by Scottish Legal Nationalism, which will be dealt with separately. 13 The following examples illustrate how this 'mixité' is realised in practice in the law of obligations and the law of property.
b) Contract
The mixedness of civil and common law elements within Scots law is different in different subject areas. In contract law, the main source of law is case law (Scots 'common law') and have shaped Scots contract law, although it is difficult to say whether these UK statutes can be regarded as distinctively 'English' imports. Within the Scots common law (case law) of contract, Scots law is different from English law in relation to some specific points: the absence of the doctrine of consideration, the recognition of contracts for the benefit of third parties (in England only since the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 15 ), the primary remedy of 'specific implement' (specific performance) as opposed to mere damages for breach of contract (although Scottish legal practice differs little from England 16 ), the absence of a distinction of contractual terms between conditions (fundamental terms, leading 10 E. Reid, in J. C. Rivera (ed. to rescission of the contract in case of a breach) and warranties (allowing damages only for breach).
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Some areas of contract law are a clear mixture of Scots and English law, for example the law of error, but in this case the mixture is an unfortunate muddle. 18 The reason is that in the nineteenth century Scots law imported the English concept of misrepresentation, 19 a part of the law of tort (although it appears in the context of the formation of contracts 20 ), while the 'classical' Scots law of error is conceptually a part of contract, because its idea is being a remedy that deals with a defect in consensus in the contract formation process. With this idea of 'error' as a flawed and remediable consensus, Scots contract law is Civilian: it focuses on the erring party, while in the originally tortious English law remedy of misrepresentation the focus is on the misrepresenting party. 21 As the Civilian concept of error and the English concept of misrepresentation are irreconcilable, Scottish courts in reality consider error cases strictu sensu as misrepresentation cases or, depending on the facts and interpretation, situations of error are dealt with as breach of contract events, without touching the complex area of error at all. 22 This approach is, of course, influenced by English law, in contrast to the Civil law systems in Continental Europe which distinguish more clearly between defects in formation and defects in performance of the contract, and organise their remedies accordingly. 
c) Delict (Tort)
With regard to torts, Scots law of delict, as is the correct name, is indeed a law of tort, not a law of a number of torts, so there is an overarching principle of extra-contractual liability and Thus if Donoghue contains a Scots law contribution, then it is not a clearly discernable result of the Civilian tradition which is supposed to be the distinguishing factor in relation to
English law, and which is the essential ingredient that creates the 'mixed system' of Scots law.
d) Property
While the Scots law of obligations has been shaped profoundly by English law, Scots property law is essentially Civilian in nature. One can take the view that, taken in isolation, Scots property law is not really 'mixed' at all because it is Roman in its conception. Its fundamental concepts, such as real rights, traditio, possessio, accessio, originate from Roman 46 Culpa (fault) can be in the form of dolus (intention), or culpa in its narrow meaning (negligence). The terminology in the discussion of the aquilian liability over the centuries was not consistent, see R. Zimmermann, law. 51 In particular, it embodies the idea of a single and indivisible dominium as ownership and absolute entitlement, instead of the English concept of title with (theoretically) relative entitlements, whereby the strongest of competing titles prevails, and whereby the entitlement is defended by torts (especially trespass and conversion). 52 The Civilian method for the protection of property is the rei vindicatio (action of delivery), but Scots law has not adopted the rei vindicatio in the strict sense. 53 More recent antiquarian and historicising discussions to revive the ancient Scots law remedy of spuilzie (unlawful taking away or meddling with movables in another's -owner's or lawful possessor's -possession and without the owner's consent) 54 have had no effect. 55 The idea is to re-establish spuilzie, itself probably a further development from the actio spolii of canon law, 56 to create an equivalent to a rei vindicatio and to make Scots property law more 'Civilian'.
The most important feature of Scots property law is the absence of a division between legal and equitable ownership that is characteristic of English property law. 57 The English trust is founded on this legal concept of simultaneous different qualities of ownership.
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Hence Scots law does not have an institute that is equivalent to the English trust. What is called 'trust' in Scots law is really a kind of extended fiducia based on contract, in that the trust property may be conceptualised as being held as a special patrimony (a discrete estate)
separate from the general patrimony of the trustee, so that the creditors of an insolvent trustee are also bound by the entitlement of the beneficiary to that special patrimony. Furthermore, Scottish trust law recognises real (proprietary) subrogations, so that the proceeds of sale obtained for trust property sold become part of the trust property. 59 There is, however, no clear statement of the Scottish courts as yet that has adopted the academic analysis of general and special patrimony.
In summary, Scots property law can only form an ingredient for the making of the mixed system of Scots law, if, rather arbitrarily, the law of obligations is also added to the Thus the conception of 'mixed system' can be administered quite flexibly; it can be tailored in a broader way (property law with the laws of contract and delict), or more narrowly (within contract, for example the law of error), or may even be postulated as having an inverse effect (Scots law influencing English law, and not even a 'classical' Civilian concept that is normally supposed to characterise Scots law, but a Scots Common Law idea of some kind, such as in the tort/delict of negligence). One starts to notice that the idea of the 'mixed system' of Scots law is not only the result of a disinterested analysis of a status quo of facts, but also a passionate social construct of legal scholarship, or of outright politics.
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The Ideological Undercurrents: The Idea of Scottish Legal Nationalism
a) The features of Scottish Legal Nationalism and examples from private law
The emphasis on the mixed nature of Scots law (being understood in its narrow meaning as a It must also be mentioned briefly that the concept of the 'mixed system' is white and Western, a point that is particularly delicate with regard to South Africa, often seen as the most important similar jurisdiction to Scotland concerning the 'mixed system' concept. originally an import from English law 79 and growing out of the English law of equity, as has been said before in the context of Sharp v. Thomson. Some authors were therefore in favour of the abolition of the floating charge in Scotland. 80 Since the Scottish system of property law follows the principles of Roman law, the English concept of the floating charge is incompatible with Scots law, because the floating charge enables a lender to obtain security over a category of moveable assets (even incorporeal ones, like book debts) or over all moveable assets of a company without determining the individual assets at the time of the grant of the security right and without the requirement of actual delivery. That is in contrast to the requirements of Roman law-based security rights over moveable property, especially the pledge. 81 The introduction of the floating change into Scots law was prompted by practical commercial considerations. 82 Nevertheless it has been argued that the floating charge is incompatible with Scots property law, and its effects should be emulated by methods that fit the principles of the 'mixed system' of Scots law (which is with regard to property law rather Roman and not much mixed). It has also been said that the creation of a security right without delivery can be achieved with other forms of non-possessory security rights that Civil law systems recognise. There are, however, not many equal ones. 83 Furthermore, Scots law could be adapted (by legal reform) so as to accommodate the desirable security right over incorporeal assets, especially book debts, by other means than the floating charge. 84 It appears that the argumentation against the floating charge hinges less on the commercial effects of the floating charge but on the technical-legal origin from English law. Where Scots law is currently unable to deliver the features of the floating charge, legal reform is proposed, mostly in line with perceived Civil law principles. 85 A further point of conflict among Scottish legal nationalists is the question whether the transfer of ownership is abstract or causal in Scots property law. Seemingly an extremely technical question of private law, it nevertheless provides material for a debate. Scots property law, being based on Roman law, distinguishes clearly between contract and conveyance as the two separate requirements for the transfer of property rights. 86 Under Scots common law, passing of ownership is supposedly abstract, that is, detached from the underlying contract directed at passing ownership. Thus Scots lawyers maintain that the conveyance of real rights in Scots law is only dependent on (a) the common intention to pass ownership (abstract real contract), and (b) delivery, but not on the validity of the contract. 87 Somewhat anachronistically, some modern Scottish authors refer to Savigny in this regard. 88 As regards immoveable ('heritable') property, the abstract nature of the conveyance has never been questioned 89 with reference to the institutional writer Stair (1681). 90 As to moveable property, the abstract nature of the transfer of ownership in Scots law is not entirely without doubt, because the authorities (institutional writers and court cases) are not very clear about this point if they discuss it at all. 91 However, some authors are adamant about the abstract nature of the transfer of ownership even as to moveable property, 92 and some authors have qualified the relevance of iusta causa traditionis to reconcile it better with Scots law. 93 The reason behind these endeavours is that, when the 'English' Sale of Goods Act 
b) Practical sociological aspects of Scottish Legal Nationalism
McCall Smith's assertion that '"legal nationalism" tends to accomplish nothing in concrete terms' remains quite attractive. There is, however, one aspect in which Scottish Legal Nationalism has considerable practical effects. For the 'mixed system' conception acts as a device for the discrimination between Scots lawyers and non-Scots lawyers, and even for the discrimination against non-Scots lawyers, either in practice or in academia, and in this regard Scottish Legal Nationalism is quite successful. This also affects the teaching of subjects at Scottish Universities, quality assessment of research, career progress and so forth. Obviously, 96 See however the partly reconciling interpretation by K. Reid The chances that a Scottish-trained applicant will be successful, unless the appointment is tied to Scots law, have declined sharply as the academy has become globalised … The Scottish law school has thus become … staffed increasingly by those who are not Scottish-trained. (Of course there are also great benefits here.) ' That arguably implies that proper candidates would normally not only be holders of a qualifying Scots law degree, but also be Scots, for almost nobody else would seek to obtain a qualifying law degree from a small jurisdiction of just over five million inhabitants. Would non-Scots nevertheless be encouraged, given that they are perceived to be alien to the Nationalism, are, however, for the most part rather conservative, in accordance with the romantic antiquarian conservatism that characterises Scottish Legal Nationalism. 124 The leftleaning rhetoric with which the SNP canvasses votes may well be inconvenient to them and they may prefer not to be associated too much with SNP political nationalism. 125 After it became clear, following the EU referendum in 2016, that the UK will leave the EU ('Brexit'), the efforts of the Scottish government -trying to alleviate the effects of 'Brexit' or, alternatively, to leave the UK to secure EU membership of Scotland in the long run -make the academic technicalities of Scottish Legal Nationalism appear increasingly irrelevant.
Furthermore, Scottish Legal Nationalists were always Europe-and EU-friendly themselves (also as a counterpoint to England), so this aspect has been absorbed in political reality without specific reference to the (private) law. 130 We have seen that the idea of the 'mixed system' is not only a conception used for nationalistic purposes but, in some measure, also a device to exclude non-Scots from competition in the small market of Scottish legal academics.
However, it is an entirely different dimension to re-write scholarly research to adapt it to a nationalistic ideology. That would be a route Scottish Legal Nationalist academics are, it seems, not prepared to take, at least not consciously. The result is a cacophony of different voices about Scottish Legal Nationalism and the 'mixed system' as its principal concept.
This cacophony is encouraging, but it disqualifies academic opinion and scholarship from obtaining a central role in the making and strengthening of Scottish political nationalism. Political ideologies and mass-movements such as Scottish nationalism, currently led by the SNP, require simple statements and answers, a straightforward and unsophisticated narrative, and a clear aim, irrespective of how romantic and irrational this aim may be.
Highly specialised academic viewpoints with many different shades, turns in opinion, caveats, friendly academic or unfriendly personal battles, 131 and, worst of all, intellectual erudition and scholarly knowledge for the sake of it, are, fortunately, unsuitable to the construction of a legal foundation for political nationalism.
b) The role of Scottish Legal Nationalism and Scots law -or the Law of Scotland -in a possible independent Scotland after 'Brexit'
A curious result of a successful Scottish political nationalism could be the demise of Scottish Legal Nationalism. In the current political climate, an independence of Scotland from the United Kingdom is more likely than ever in history. Opinion polls in 2015 after the referendum indicated that, 132 and the planned 'Brexit' of the UK could support this trend. mixed, so for example the German law of securities over land, 137 or the fusion of droit coutumier and the droit écrit in French law. 138 The principal purpose of the concept of the 'mixed system', the notional and practical separation of Scots law from English law, would become redundant, because Scotland as a new state automatically has a recognised independent national law. The 'mixed system' conception looses its individualising and differentiating purpose. There is currently no indication that any specific notion of Scots law and its 'mixité' will have a significant relevance in the discourse of general political nationalism, be it in a devolved Scotland within the United Kingdom or in an independent
Scotland. In either case, Scots law will merely be regarded pragmatically as the legal system, the body of law of the nation of Scotland, whether or not it will be an independent state in the future.
Whatever the future of Scotland will be, either in the UK or outside (and then perhaps in the EU at some point), it seems that Scottish Legal Nationalism has become obsolete, particularly after 'Brexit'. T. B. Smith, the principal academic founder of this ideology, was a man of a long by-gone era, 139 and so is the mindset and framework of Scottish Legal
Nationalism. There is still research appearing in praise of T. B. Smith, 140 but such pieces seem to be the last afterthoughts of an antiquarianism that has rightly faded. Scottish Legal Nationalism has promoted research in Scottish legal history and doctrinal law of high academic quality (my own research also benefited immensely from that), but these achievements no longer need the romantic, nationalistic and antiquarian incitement, if they ever needed it at all. If Scotland stays in the UK, the outdated intellectual framework of Scottish Legal Nationalism does not assist the further development of modern scholarship in Scots law, and if Scotland becomes an independent state, Scottish Legal Nationalism as a bulwark against English law will be redundant. In either situation, Scottish Legal Nationalism can and should be consigned to history: this will also permit a more disinterested discussion of the mixed system of Scots private law.
____________________
